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Program

He Said There Was No Sound (2015)  
*World Premiere*

Spencer Arias  
(b. 1990)

The Rogue Trio  
Kathleen Strahm, violin  
Justin Rollefson, saxophone  
Mary Price, piano

Variations Pathétiques for alto saxophone and piano (1983)  
IV. Rapido  
V. Con Simplicità  
VI. Prestissimo Con Fuoco

Variations Pathétiques for alto saxophone and piano (1983)  
IV. Rapido  
V. Con Simplicità  
VI. Prestissimo Con Fuoco

Variations Pathétiques for alto saxophone and piano (1983)  
IV. Rapido  
V. Con Simplicità  
VI. Prestissimo Con Fuoco

INTERMISSION

Saxophone Concerto, Op. 109 (1934)

Alexander Glazunov  
(1865-1936)

Vladimir Gebe, violin  
Yen-Fang Chen, viola  
Sarah Knight, viola  
Yeil Park, cello  
Alex Duke, cello  
Kelsey Mines, bass

Concertino da Camera (1935)  
I. Allegro con moto  
II. Larghetto – Animato Molto

Jacques Ibert  
(1890-1962)

Trae Blanco, conductor  
Olivia Lemmelin, violin  
Vladimir Gebe, violin  
Yen-Fang Chen, viola  
Yeil Park, cello  
Kelsey Mines, bass  
Rachel Minto, flute  
Alexis Mitchell, oboe  
Jeremy Ruth, clarinet  
Kiefer Strickland, bassoon  
Alex Manners, horn  
Devin Henderson, trumpet
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